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Abstra t

Re ently timed automata models have been used to solve realisti
s heduling problems. In this paper we want to establish the relation between timed automata and job shop s heduling problems. The timed
automata models of the s heduling problems an serve as input for a forward rea hability he ker. In ontrast to job shop algorithms the forward
rea hability algorithms will usually not yield an optimal solution. There
are also only few ways to dire t the exploration of the state spa e. Starting
from job shop problem we will des ribe how forward rea hability an be
equipped with two on epts from bran h and bound methods:
and
. This extended algorithm is then appli able to all kinds of
timed automata models.
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Introdu tion

Rea hability analysis of timed automata models has re ently been used to solve
s heduling problems. A. Fehnker used this approa h [8℄ to ompute a feasible
s hedule for the SIDMAR steel plant. Th. Hune, K.G. Larsen and P. Pettersson
[10℄ showed for a physi al model of the plant how to restri t the state spa e
e e tively and how to translate the generated s hedules to ontrol programs
automati ally. P. Niebert and S. Yovine used a similar approa h in [13℄ to
determine s hedules for the Dortmund University experimental bat h plant.
 Resear h supported by Netherlands Organization for S ienti
Resear h (NWO) under
ontra t SION 612-14-004, and by the European Community Esprit-LTR Proje t 26270 VHS
(Veri ation of Hybrid systems)
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They were able to ompute optimal s hedules, whi h improve over urrently
used ad ho s hedules.
During the dis ussion of these results, the question arose how the model
he king approa h ompares to bran h and bound methods for job shop s heduling. Bran h and bound methods have been applied to numerous optimization problems like the traveling salesman problem, integer programming and of
ourse s heduling problems. Bran h and bound methods are in essen e enumeration s hemes for solving optimization problems. The set of possible solutions
is divided in subsets. By ertain rules subsets that do not ontain an optimal
solution are identi ed and eliminated. The appli ability of these methods derive
from the fa t that in many ases only a small fra tion of possible solutions has
to be enumerated.
Rea hability algorithms are methods to sear h for an error state by enumerating all rea hable (symboli ) states. Starting from an initial on guration
rea hable states are omputed till either an error state has been found or a
xpoint has been rea hed. When he king for an error state a diagnosti tra e
an be generated that shows how to rea h the error state.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we want to de ne job shop
problems as networks of timed automata. Next, we want to extend the rea hability algorithm in a way that allows us to dire t the sear h and nd optimal
solutions. The job shop problem will be de ned in se tion 2, timed automata in
se tion 3. In se tion 4 we will introdu e the timed automata model and show
that it is sound and omplete. Some of the problems that arise when we use
model he kers to derive s hedules are illustrated in se tion 5 for a small example. We then will review basi on epts of bran h and bound algorithms, and
derive a bran h and bound algorithm for timed automata. In se tion 6 we give
some remarks on a future implementation.
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The Job Shop Problem

The job shop s heduling problem is to optimally s hedule sets of jobs on a set
of ma hines. Ea h job is a hain of operations, and ma hines an only pro ess
a limited number of operations at a time. The purpose is to allo ate starting
times to the operation, su h that the maximal ompletion time is minimal. The
job shop problem is known to be (NP-)hard [9, p. 242℄. Many solutions methods
su h as lo al sear h algorithms like simulated annealing or tabu sear h [1℄, and
shifting bottlene k algorithms [3℄ have been proposed.
De nition 2.1 A job shop P is a tuple (J ; O; M; j; d; m; ; ) where
J is a nite set of jobs,
O is a nite set of operations,
M is a nite set of ma hines,
j : O ! J gives for ea h operation the job it belongs to,
2

d : O ! N n0
m:O!M

de nes the duration of ea h operation,
gives the ma hine on whi h the operation has to be performed,
: M ! N de nes the apa ity of the ma hines, and nally
 is a partial order on the set of operations that satis es
8o; p 2 O; o 6= p: (o  p _ p  o) , j (o) = j (p)
(1)
Equivalen e (1) states that all operations of the same job are totally ordered,
and that there is no pre eden e between operations of di erent jobs. In ontrast
with the de nitions of job shops in [3, 6, 17℄ we do not require that the maximal
apa ity of ma hines is one. We also allow several operations of the same job to
be pro essed on the same ma hine, as long as the other onstraints hold. The
de nition of the general job shop in [16℄ and [7℄ do not require (1) to hold, and
over a larger lass of problems.
De nition 2.2 Let P be a job shop. A s hedule of P is a fun tion S : O ! N
that de nes the starting time of ea h operation. A s hedule S is feasible if it
satis es, for all o; p 2 O
o  p ) S (o) + d(o)  S (p)
(2)
#fp 2 Ojm(p) = m(o) ^ S (p)  S (o) < S (p) + d(p)g  (m(o)) (3)
We write F (P ) for the set of all feasible s hedules.
Thus, a s hedule is feasible if operations of the same job are not pro essed
at the same time (2), and the apa ity of the ma hines is not ex eeded (3). The
latter is guaranteed by (3), be ause the number of operations that is pro essed
whenever a operation starts does not ex eed the apa ity of the ma hine.
De nition 2.3 Let P = (J ; O; M; j; d; m; ; ) be a job shop. The job shop
problem is to nd a feasible s hedule S 2 F (P ) su h that
max
(S (o) + d(o)) = S min
max(S 0(o) + d(o))
o2O
2F (P ) o2O
i.e. S is a s hedule with minimal makespan.
0
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(4)

Timed Automata

Timed Automata have proven to be a useful formalism to model and verify
real-time systems. Timed Automata, due to Alur and Dill [2℄, are nite state
automata with lo k variables. The formalism an be used to model real-time
requirements of systems in a natural way. In re ent years several tools for
automati model he king based on timed automata have be ome available, su h
as Uppaal [11℄ and KRONOS [18℄. In this paper we will work with networks
of timed automata as de ned in [5, 11℄ to model the job shop problem.
3

Network of Timed Automata

A timed automaton is a nite automaton over a set of labels A t, equipped with
a nite set of lo ks C , whose value in rease uniformly with time. Labels are
either lo al or syn hronizing. If label a is syn hronizing it has a omplement a,
whi h in turn has as omplement a = a. A lo k onstraint  is generated by
the grammar
 := x < jx y < jx = jx y = jx > jx y > j:j1 ^ 2
with x; y 2 C and 2 R0 . We denote the language generated by this grammar
with B(C ).
A network of timed automata is the parallel omposition A1 j : : : jAn of the
timed automata A1 ; : : : ; An over lo ks C and labels A t. Ea h automaton Ai
is de ned by a set Li of ontrol lo ations, an initial lo ation li0, a set Ei of edges
of the form e = (li ; ; a; ; li0 ) with li ; li0 2 Li, guard  2 B(C ), a 2 A t, a reset
set   C , and nally an invariant Ii : Li ! B(C ). Edge (li ; ; a; ; l0i0 ) 2 Ei
means that automaton Ai has a transition from ontrol lo ation li to li, whi h
will be denoted as li ;a;! li0 .
The state of a network of timed automata is a pair (l; v), where l is the
ve tor of ontrol lo ations and v : C ! R0 a valuation of the lo ks. We
use v j=  to denote that the lo k valuation v satis es the lo k onstraint
 2 B(C ). We will denote the i-th element of the ontrol ve tor with li , and the
ontrol ve tor where the i-th element li is repla ed by li0 with l[li0 =li℄. The initial
state is de ned by ontrol ve tor l0 = (l00; : : : ; ln0 ) and v0 (x) := 0; 8x 2 C . The
invariant I (l) of ontrol lo ation l is the onjun tion of the invariants Ii (li).
The network of timed automata then has two types of transitions:
 a lo al transition l ;a;! l0 if there exist transition li ;a;! li0 with lo al
label a of automaton Ai su h that l0 = l[li0 =li℄
 a syn hronizing transition l ;a;! l0 if there exists a transition li i ;a;!i li0
with syn hronizing label a of automaton Ai and a transition lj j ;a;!j lj0
of automaton Aj su h that  = i ^ j ,  = i [ j and l0 = l[li0 =li℄[lj0 =lj ℄.
A transition l ;a;! l0 from state (l; v) to (l0; v0) an be taken if v j= I (l),
v0 j= I (l0 ), v j= , and v0 (x) = 0 if x 2 , and v0 (x) = v(x) otherwise. We will
denote transitions from (l; v) to (l0; v0 ) with label a by (l; v) !a (l0; v0 ).
In state (l; v) of the network a delay of d 2 R0 may take pla e if 80  t 
d: v + t j= I (l). Here, we use v + t to denote the valuation that maps lo ks
x 2 C to v(x) + t. Thus, a delay may o ur as long as the invariant in that
lo ation holds. We will denote delays by (l; v) !d (l; v + d).
Exe utions

A sequen e of delays and transitions (l0; v0) d! (l0; v0 + d0 ) a! (l1; v1) : : :
with initial state (l0; v0) is alled exe ution. State (l; v) is alled rea hable if
0
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there exists a nite exe ution with nal state (l; v). We denote the nal state
of a exe ution with :(l; v). For ; 2 exe (TA) we use the notation v
if is a pre x of . We write exe (TA) for the set of ( nite) exe utions of a
timed
TA. The span of a nite exe ution is de ned as the nite sum
Pi0 dautomaton
of
the
delays.
i
Symboli States

The prior de nition of networks of timed automata gives rise to an in nite
transition system. To be able to use veri ation algorithms a nite symboli
semanti s based on symboli states (l; ) with  2 B(C ) is used. It an be
shown that for symboli state (l; ) and transition l ;a;! l0 there exists a
symboli state (l0; 0 ) su h that
a
v0 j= 0 , 9v j= ; d 2 R0 : (l; v) !
(l0; v0 d) !d (l0; v0)
(5)
We then all symboli
state (l0; 0) the su essor of (l; ) and denote this
a
0
0
relation by 1(l; ) )
(l ;  ). It an be shown that (l; v) is rea hable if and only
a
an
0
0
if (l ;  ) ) : : : ) (l; ) for some  su h that v j= ; with initial state (l0; 0 )
su h that for all v j= 0 there exists a delay (l0; v0) !d (l0; v). For a proof see
e.g. [5℄.
4

Timed Automata Model

The Model
Let P = (J ; O; M; j; d; m; ; ) be a job shop. We model P as a network of
timed automata. For ea h job J 2 J we in lude a timed automaton J, whi h
will be onstru ted as follows. Let j be the number of operations o 2 O with
j (o)

= J . Let o1; : : : ; oj be the operations of J ordered with respe t to to
t1 ; : : : ; tj . The automaton will be in lo ation si after operation oi and before
oi+1 , and in lo ation ti while operation oi is pro essed. To time the duration
of the operations we in lude lo k lo kJ . We have for ea h ma hine two labels
in set LJ . One to model the beginning of an operations on that ma hine and
one to model the end of an operation. For onvenien e we de ne two inje tive
mappings on : M ! LJ and o : M ! LJ with on (M) \ o (M) = ;.
We then have for ea h operation oi 2 O the following transitions:
. Then we will onstru t an automaton with ontrol lo ations s0 ; : : : ; sj and

si

1

ti

on (m(oi ));f

lo kJ g

! ti
! si

lo kJ d(oi );o (m(oi ))

(6)

We further assume that in lo ation ti the invariant lo kJ  d(oi ) holds.
For ea h ma hine M we in lude a timed automaton M. Let m = (M ).
M has lo ations s0 ; : : : ; sm to ount the number of jobs being pro essed on
5

mon?
M0

M1

S0

m1on!

c==d1
T1 m1off!

c:=0

S1

m2on!

c==d2
T2 m2off!

c:=0
c<=d1

S2

m3on!

c==d3
T3 m3off!

S3

c:=0
c<=d2

c<=d3

moff?

Figure 1: The left gure shows a timed automaton modeling a ma hine with
apa ity 1. The right gure shows how to model a job with three operations,
and durations d1, d2, d3.
that ma hine. The timed automaton M then has the following transitions, for

i 2 1; : : : ; m:

on (M )

! ui
(7)
! ui 1
ui
We write P for the omposition automaton J1 j : : : jJnj M1j : : : jMm that models
job shop P . Table 1 shows how to model the Fisher and Thomson problem mt06,
ui

1

o

(M )

a job shop problem with 6 ma hines and 6 jobs, as network of timed automata
in Uppaal.
The nal states of automaton P are states (l; ) that satisfy lJi = Ji :sji ; i 2
1; : : : ; n. In su h states the automaton is deadlo ked, and only time an elapse
without bound. We will denote the set of exe utions that end in a nal state
with exe (P). Sin e the job automata are linear we an on lude that the
omposition automaton an only rea h a nal state if and only if the exe ution
ontains a on (m(o)) and o (m(o)) transition for ea h operation o 2 O.
Soundness and Completeness
De nition 4.1 Let P be a job shop and P the orresponding omposition
automaton. Let S : O ! N be a s hedule and 2 exe (P). We will say
that orresponds with S , denoted as  S , if for all o 2 O there exists a
))
0 on (m(o!
(l00; v00) v su h that for some lo ations si; ti ; uk .
l00 = 0 :l[j (o):ti =j (o):si 1 ℄[m(o):uk =m(o):uk 1 ℄ ^ S (o) = span( 0 ) (8)
Lemma 4.2 Let P be a job shop and P the orresponding timed automaton.
Let 2 exe (P) and S : O ! N su h that  S . Then S 2 F (P ).

The s hedule S obtained from the exe ution by assigning to ea h operation
the span of the orresponding pre x has to satisfy (2). This is guaranteed by
the onstru tion of the automata modeling the jobs (6). The onstraints (3)
hold, sin e the timed automata that model the ma hines (7) do not allow that
they ex eed their apa ity.
6

han on0,on1,on2,on3,on4,on5,off0,off1,off2,off3,off4,off5;
pro ess ma hine( han mon; han moff){
state s0, s1;
init s0;
trans u0 -> u1 {syn mon?; },
u1 -> u0 {syn moff?; };
}
pro ess job( han m1on,m1off; onst d1; han m2on,m2off; onst d2;
han m3on,m3off; onst d3; han m4on,m4off; onst d4;
han m5on,m5off; onst d5; han m6on,m6off; onst d6){
lo k ;
state s0,s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,
t1{ <=d1},t2{ <=d2},t3{ <=d3},t4{ <=d4},t5{ <=d5},t6{ <=d6};
init s0;
trans s0 -> t1 {syn m1on!; assign :=0; },
s1 -> t2 {syn m2on!; assign :=0; },
s2 -> t3 {syn m3on!; assign :=0; },
s3 -> t4 {syn m4on!; assign :=0; },
s4 -> t5 {syn m5on!; assign :=0; },
s5 -> t6 {syn m6on!; assign :=0; },
t1 -> s1 {guard ==d1; syn m1off!; },
t2 -> s2 {guard ==d2; syn m2off!; },
t3 -> s3 {guard ==d3; syn m3off!; },
t4 -> s4 {guard ==d4; syn m4off!; },
t5 -> s5 {guard ==d5; syn m5off!; },
t6 -> s6 {guard ==d6; syn m6off!; };
}
M0:=ma hine(on0,off0);
M1:=ma hine(on1,off1);
M2:=ma hine(on2,off2);
M3:=ma hine(on3,off3);
M4:=ma hine(on4,off4);
M5:=ma hine(on5,off5);
//
// Fisher and Thompson 6x6 instan e, alternate name (mt06)
// 6 6
// 2 1 0 3 1 6 3 7 5 3 4 6
// 1 8 2 5 4 10 5 10 0 10 3 4
// 2 5 3 4 5 8 0 9 1 1 4 7
// 1 5 0 5 2 5 3 3 4 8 5 9
// 2 9 1 3 4 5 5 4 0 3 3 1
// 1 3 3 3 5 9 0 10 4 4 2 1
//
J0:=job(on2,off2,1,on0,off0,3,on1,off1, 6,on3,off3, 7,on5,off5, 3,on4,off4,6);
J1:=job(on1,off1,8,on2,off2,5,on4,off4,10,on5,off5,10,on0,off0,10,on3,off3,4);
J2:=job(on2,off2,5,on3,off3,4,on5,off5, 8,on0,off0, 9,on1,off1, 1,on4,off4,7);
J3:=job(on1,off1,5,on0,off0,5,on2,off2, 5,on3,off3, 3,on4,off4, 8,on5,off5,9);
J4:=job(on2,off2,9,on1,off1,3,on4,off4, 5,on5,off5, 4,on0,off0, 3,on3,off3,1);
J5:=job(on1,off1,3,on3,off3,3,on5,off5, 9,on0,off0,10,on4,off4, 4,on2,off2,1);
system J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,M0,M1,M2,M3,M4,M5;

Table 1: Uppaal model of the Fisher and Thompson problem mt06
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Lemma 4.3 Let P be a job shop and P the orresponding timed automaton.
Ea h feasible s hedule S 2 F (P ) orresponds to an exe ution 2 exe (P) with
 S.

Let S be a s hedule. We onstru t a exe ution as follows. We start with
two queues P = p1; : : : ; pn and Q = q1; : : : ; qn, ea h ontaining all operations
ordered with respe t to S (pi) and S (pi) + d(pi ), respe tively.
Starting from the initial state (l0; v0) we take transitions depending on the
heads of the queues. If S (p1) < S (q1) + d(q1 ), we remove p1 from queue
P and an take, a ording to (6) and (7), a transition on (m(p1 )) from (l; v)
to (l[j (p1):ti =j (p1):si 1℄[m(p1 ):uk+1 =m(p1):uk ℄; v0). Constraint (3) guarantees
that we an take the on -transitions. If S (p1)  S (q1) + d(q1 ), then q1 will
be removed from Q and transition o (m(p1)) to a orresponding state will be
taken. We iterate this step until both queues are empty.
We end up with an exe ution that ontains for ea h operation a on and
o -transition. We an therefore on lude that li = Ji :sji holds for 1  i  n.

Proof.

5

Algorithms

S heduling Problems and Model Che king

Model he kers for timed automata have re ently been used to nd feasible
s hedules for a steel plant [8℄ and an experimental bat h plant [13℄. Forward
rea hability algorithms were applied in these ases to de ide whether a nal
state in whi h the jobs were ompleted was rea hable. In ase su h a state was
found the model he king tool produ ed a diagnosti tra e, whi h was used to
build a s hedule.
The generation of s hedules for the steel plant revealed numerous problems.
We illustrate the main problems for a small job shop problem. We use Uppaal
to nd a feasible s hedule for the Fisher and Thompson problem mt06 (Table
1), and ask the veri er to sear h for a state that satis es  = Vi=0;::: ;5 Ji.s6.
The Uppaal veri er (version 3.0.16) allows, like most other on-the- y he kers, two strategies to sear h the state spa e. Depending on whether the list of
en ountered but unexplored states is a sta k or a queue we are sear hing depthrst or breadth- rst, respe tively. The breadth- rst strategy is not able to nd
a tra e for the mt06-problem, due to limited memory. The depth- rst strategy
yields a s hedule with ompletion time 193. This is at the same time the worst
possible s hedule, sin e the sum of all durations of the mt06-problem is 193.
This solution is obtained by s heduling rst all operations of one job, then all
operations of another job, et etera.
The Uppaal simulator allows us to apply random sear h. In this ase the
simulator sele ts at random a state from the last generated set of su essor
states. We apply this strategy to the mt06-problem whi h has an optimal solution with makespan 55. The model has 12 syn hronizing transitions for ea h
job automaton. Sin e these automata have no y les it is guaranteed that the
8

72nd su essor of the initial state orresponds to a feasible s hedule, no matter how we sear h for a feasible solution. The generated s hedules during 10
experiments with random sear h had an average ompletion time of 94.5. The
maximal makespan was 120, the minimal makespan was 87. The s hedule with
the makespan 120 was the only one that took longer than 100 time units.
A di erent heuristi to nd better feasible s hedule uses Uppaals on ept
of urgent transitions. We de lare all on transitions urgent, i.e. they are taken
as soon as possible. This heuristi will not always lead to an optimal solution,
sin e not only unne essary delays but also useful delays might be omitted. The
veri er found with a depth- rst sear h for this greedy approa h a trial s hedule
with makespan 70.
We ombined this approa h with some other heuristi s that estimated the
makespan and pruned bran hes with an estimated makespan bigger than a given
upper bound by adding guards. We then used the veri er to produ e iteratively
s hedules with a smaller makespan by de reasing the upper bound. We were able
to nd within 3.5 se onds pu-time on a Sun Ultra-5 a s hedule with makespan
57. Uppaals veri er proved (within 18 se onds) that there was no s hedule
with a makespan smaller than 57. In our attempts to bound the sear h spa e
by introdu ing urgen y we obviously pruned also the bran h that ontains the
optimal solution with makespan 55.
In the remainder of this paper we want to modify the model he king algorithm su h that it allows us to use other strategies than depth- rst and breadthrst. The sear h spa e has to be bounded, without eliminating optimal solutions. Finally we want the algorithm to sear h for the optimum automati ally.
Basi Rules of Bran h and Bound Algorithms

Bran h and bound algorithms sear h in a tree stru ture for feasible solutions
with minimal osts. What solutions are onsidered feasible and how to ompute
the osts depends on the appli ation area. Bran h and bound algorithms an
be hara terized by four basi rules [12, 15℄.
1. The bran hing rule de nes how to al ulate the su essors of a node in
the sear h tree. The su essors will be added to the waiting list.
2. The sele tion rule de nes whi h state in the waiting list to bran h from
next. Heuristi fun tions an be used to over all possible sear h strategies. The heuristi fun tion assigns to ea h element of the waiting list a
heuristi value. The algorithm then sele ts and removes the element with
the smallest heuristi value. The heuristi fun tion an be a probabilisti
fun tion that assigns a heuristi value with a ertain distribution.
3. The bounding rule de nes how to ompute a lower bound on the osts of
the omplete solutions that an be obtained from a partial solution. This
lower bound allows to prune bran hes with a lower bound larger than the
ost of the best solution found so far. A tight lower bound in ombination
with a good trial solution an bound the sear h spa e e e tively.
9

4. The elimination rule de nes how to re ognize bran hes that annot ontain
an optimal solution. A partial solution an be eliminated if is dominated
by another partial solution, this means it an be proven that the osts of
the best ompletion of the se ond is less or equal to the osts of the best
ompletion of the rst. The dominan e relation should be transitive and
onsistent with the lower bound. The lower bound on the osts of partial
solution has to be equal or greater than the lower bound of the dominating
problem.
Bran h and Bound for Timed Automata

To exploit the ideas from bran h and bound algorithms for timed automata we
introdu e lower bounds and heuristi values. We extend the symboli states
with a lower bound and a heuristi value to (l; ; lb; heu) 2 L  B(C )  Z  Z.
The ost fun tion is de ned as a fun tion f : L  B(C )  Z ! Z on lo ation,
lo k onstraints and lower bound. We de ne the lower bound fun tion g :
Z  E  B(C ) ! Z re ursively as fun tion of the lower bound in the sour e
lo ation, a transition, and the lo k onstraints in the target lo ation.
The heuristi fun tion h : Z  E B(C ) ! Z is de ned similarly as fun tion
of heuristi value, a transition, and lo k onstraints. The initial values lb0 and
heu0 are ommonly zero, but may be set arbitrarily.
The state (l0; 0; lb0; heu0) is a su essor of state (l; ; lb; heu) if there exists
a transition l ;a;! l0 su h that (l0; 0) )a (l0; 0), lb0 = g(lb; l ;a;! l0; 0 )
and heu0 = h(heu; l ;a;! l0; 0). We denote this relation with (l; ; lb; heu) )a
(l0; 0; lb0; heu0). Additionally, we assume
! l 0 ; 0 )
= g(lb; l ;a;! l0; 0)

(9)
(10)
The lower bound on the ost should not de rease as we take a transition, and
it should oin ide with the a tual ost for a omplete solution.
We do not want to restri t the hoi e of the heuristi fun tion. Heuristi
fun tions an postpone exploration of a bran h but do not prune solutions. This
an in uen e the performan e negatively as well as positively but does not harm
the orre tness of the algorithm. The breadth- rst strategy an be realized by
a heuristi fun tion that assigns the number of transitions that has been taken
so far to ea h node. Depth- rst, in ontrast, takes the negative number of
transitions. Also random sear hes an be useful, as shown for mt06 example.
Another heuristi that has proved to be useful for error dete tion (in an untimed
system) is the distan e to a distinguished error state [14℄.
Finally we require for a transition l ;a;! l0, lower bounds lb1  lb2 and
lo k onstraints 1 ( 2 :
g(lb1; l ;a;
! l0 ; 1 )  g(lb2; l ;a;! l0 ; 2 )
(11)
lb
0
0
f (l ;  ; lb0 )

 g(lb; l

;a;
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if (l0; 0) j= 

passed

:= fg, trial :=?,

f



:= 1

if (l0 ; 0 ) j=  then trial := (l0 ; 0 ), f  := f (l0 ; 0 ; lb)), waiting := [℄
else waiting := [(l0 ; 0 ; lb0 ; heu0 )℄
while waiting 6= [℄ do
get

( 
l;

) from waiting

; lb; heu

if :(9(l0 ; 0 ; lb0 ) 2 passed: l0 = l ^ 0 (  ^ lb0  lb)
then add (l; ; lb) to passed

:=f( 0 0 0 0 )j( 
))a ( 0 0
forall ( 
) 2 su do

if
then if ( ) j= 
then trial := ( )
 := (  )
else put ( 
) in waiting
su

l ;

l;

; lb ; heu

l;

; lb; heu

l ;

0

; lb ; heu

0

)g

; lb; heu

lb < f

l;

l;

f

f l;

l;

; lb

; lb; heu

od
od
return trial,f 

Table 2: Bran h and Bound Algorithm based on extended states. The fun tion get sele ts and removes the extended state from the waiting list with the
smallest heuristi value.
This ensures that tighter lo k onstraint do not de rease the lower bound. The
lower bound based on a onjun tion of lo k onstraints should be at least as
small as the lowest lower bound of ea h of the parts.
We use (11) to de ne an elimination rule. Suppose we have a two states
(l; ; lb; heu) and (l; 0; lb0; heu0) with  ( 0 and lb  lb0. Then there is no
need to explore (l; 0; lb0; heu0), sin e all its su essor yield, due to (10) and (11),
a smaller lower bound and onsequently lower osts. With these de nitions for
f; g; h and the extended states and the elimination rule we get the bran h and
bound algorithm depi ted in Table 2.
6

Con lusion and Future Work

In this se tion we want to des ribe brie y how a implementation ould be realized. It is not the intention to get an implementation that supports all kinds
of ost fun tions and heuristi s. Our aim is to restri t the lass of osts and
heuristi s su h that a working implementation an easily be obtained from an
existing model he ker. Parti ular hoi es are motivated by experien es with
ase study 5 of the VHS proje t and experiments with small job shop problems
The implementation should allow to de ne osts by de orating transitions
with assignments on distin tive integer variables. Besides to an integer variable
11

for the lower bound, auxiliary variables to ompute the lower bound should be
allowed. We will treat the auxiliary osts like a lower bound, to ensure that
(11) holds.
The heuristi fun tion should be de ned in a way similar to the ost fun tion
by de orating transitions. We also allow auxiliary heuristi fun tions as s rat h
pad to ompute the heuristi value. Sin e the heuristi values should only be
used to sort the waiting list, there are almost no restri tions on the assignments
to (auxiliary) heuristi variables, ex ept that omputing the su essor should
not be too expensive. To support randomized sear h it should be possible to
use a fun tion that returns random integers.
The heuristi should be de ned by a tuple of heuristi values. The fun tion
get in Table 2 sele ts the symboli state that is the smallest in the rst heuristi
value. If a se ond heuristi value is de ned, it will be used to solve ties. In ase
that there are still ties a third heuristi value an be used, et etera. If no
heuristi value is de ned it might be set to zero by default. To ease modeling
it should be possible to de ne standard hoi es like FIFO, LIFO or random
sele tion by using keywords.
The depth- rst strategy an be realized by a LIFO rule that de reases the
heuristi value with every transition. The algorithm sear hes breadth- rst if
it in reases this value. A randomized depth- rst sear h an be obtained by
de reasing the heuristi value with ea h transition and sele t then randomly
among states with the same value. A randomized breadth- rst strategy in
ontrast in reases the heuristi value with ea h transition. If we use a pure
random sele tion rule we an expe t a sear h strategy in between depth and
breadth- rst.
We do not expe t that the proposed algorithm an signi antly outperform
job shop algorithms in solving standard job shop problems. Most job shop
algorithms onsider for example only left justi ed (or semi-a tive) s hedules,
whi h redu es the size of the sear h spa e e e tively. A s hedule is left-justi ed
if no operation an be ompleted earlier without hanging the order of the
operations on any ma hine or delaying other operations. It has been proven,
that there always exists a left justi ed optimal s hedule. It is however often not
obvious how to apply these te hniques to other that job shop problems.
The proposed algorithm is appli able to networks of timed automata. Applying a general purpose algorithm to a spe ial problem area usually involves
some overhead. Still, it makes bran h and bound methods appli able to a range
of problems other than s heduling, like error dete tion in on urrent systems.
Heuristi s allow strategies other than depth or breadth- rst, and are more
exible than guiding strategies that bound the sear h spa e expli itly by adding
guards [10℄. Re ent work by G. Behrmann, Th. Hune and F. Vaandrager on
a parallel model he ker for timed automata on rms the need for bran h and
bound te hniques in model he king [4℄. The parallel model he ker an not
ensure a ertain sear h strategy, though one may want to nd a error state
with the shortest tra e. The ombination of bounding and bran hing an then
guarantee to nd the shortest tra e, even if the sear h strategy is not breadthrst.
12
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